Methods for describing different results obtained from different methods in accident reconstruction.
There is always more than one method can be employed to reconstruct a traffic accident and then more than one result can be obtained. How to describe these different results becomes an issue. Two solutions were given, the first is to fuse different results to one result, while the other is to rank different results according to their credibility. Methods based on the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operator and Uncertain Ordered Weighted Averaging (UOWA) operator were proposed to fuse different certain results and different interval results to one result, respectively. And methods based on the Combination Weight Arithmetic Average (CWAA) and OWA operators were proposed to rank different certain or interval results. Finally, a true vehicle-motorcycle accident was given to demonstrate these proposed methods, results showed that all methods work well in practice. If the calculation uncertainty was not considered, the fused result 64.56km/h and a ranked vector can be obtained; if the calculation uncertainty was considered, the fused result [62.13, 68.13]km/h and a ranked interval number set can be obtained. Because that all final results were obtained by employing widely used mature operators, they deserve to be trusted. The research provides more reliable choices to describe different results obtained from different methods in accident reconstruction.